Synthetic protein-level circuits could enable engineering of powerful new cellular behaviors. Rational protein circuit design would be facilitated by a composable protein-protein regulation system in which individual protein components can regulate one another to create a variety of different circuit architectures. In this study, we show that engineered viral proteases can function as composable protein components, which can together implement a broad variety of circuit-level functions in mammalian cells. In this system, termed CHOMP (circuits of hacked orthogonal modular proteases), input proteases dock with and cleave target proteases to inhibit their function. These components can be connected to generate regulatory cascades, binary logic gates, and dynamic analog signal-processing functions. To demonstrate the utility of this system, we rationally designed a circuit that induces cell death in response to upstream activators of the Ras oncogene. Because CHOMP circuits can perform complex functions yet be encoded as single transcripts and delivered without genomic integration, they offer a scalable platform to facilitate protein circuit engineering for biotechnological applications.
cificities (25) . Viral proteases can be used with degrons to control protein stability (26) (27) (28) (29) . They can also activate transcription factors (30) (31) (32) , synthetic intein zymogens (33) , and other proteases in a purified protein system (20, 21) .
We first focused on the well-characterized tobacco etch virus protease (TEVP) (34) . To quantify TEVP activity, we designed a reporter in which a cognate cleavage site (tevs) is inserted between a citrine fluorescent protein and a dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) degron, which can be inhibited by trimethoprim (TMP) as a positive control (35) (Fig. 1B) . We transfected human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells with plasmids expressing different combinations of TEVP, the reporter, and an mCherry cotransfection marker, and we analyzed cells by flow cytometry. We used the mCherry signal to select highly transfected cells, which showed the largest separation of basal reporter fluorescence from cellular autofluorescence to maximize the observable dynamic range of the reporter (materials and methods, Fig. 1B, and  fig. S1A ). Treating cells with TEVP strongly increased reporter abundance to levels similar to those obtained by TMP inhibition of the degron (Fig. 1B and fig. S1B , left). We also designed a complementary repressible reporter in which TEVP cleavage exposes a destabilizing N-terminal tyrosine residue (26, 36) (Fig. 1C and fig. S1B , right). These designs generalized in a straightforward manner to the related tobacco vein mottling virus protease (TVMVP) (37) and, with some modifications, to the unrelated hepatitis C virus protease (HCVP) (24, 38) (fig. S1 , C and D, and supplementary text). Furthermore, measuring activation of each reporter in response to each protease revealed limited cross-activation (Fig. 1D) . Thus, three viral proteases can be used to orthogonally increase or decrease cognate reporters.
To enable the design of complex circuits, we next sought to achieve protease-protease regulation. The degron strategy used for the reporters failed to produce strong regulation, possibly because proteases can cleave degrons within the same protease molecule with relaxed specificity (28) . Instead, we designed a scheme that regulates protease activity rather than abundance. We incorporated antiparallel heterodimerizing leucine zipper domains (39) to each half of a split TEVP (40) to reconstitute its activity (Fig. 1E, left) . We also inserted HCVP cleavage sites between the leucine zippers and TEVP to allow HCVP to inhibit TEVP. Finally, we fused a leucine zipper (complementary to one of the zippers on split TEVP) to HCVP, thus enhancing its ability to dock with and inhibit its TEVP target ( fig. S1E,  left) . This design successfully produced repression of TEVP by HCVP (Fig. 1E, left) .
To generalize this design, we engineered a similar TEVP variant repressed by TVMVP ( fig. S1E,  right) . On the basis of its sequence similarity to TEVP ( fig. S1F ), we also engineered TVMVP variants repressed by either HCVP (Fig. 1E, right) or TEVP ( fig. S1G ). To make these designs more compact, we linked the two halves of each regulated protease with a single leucine zipper flanked by cleavage sites for the input protease, creating single-chain repressible proteases ( Fig. 1F and  fig. S1 , H and I). Similar approaches enabled us to engineer protease regulation of the unrelated protease HCVP by using a different split strategy (supplementary text). In these constructs, cleavage by either TEVP or TVMVP strongly reduced HCVP activity, enabling signal propagation through three-stage protease cascades ( Fig. 1G and fig. S1J ). Together, this strategy established a composable protease regulation system.
Using this system, we designed core circuit functions, starting with Boolean logic. We identified three design principles that together would be sufficient to enable all eight two-input gates: First, incorporation of a consecutive pair of distinct cleavage sites between a degron and a target protein can implement OR logic, because cleavage of either site is sufficient to stabilize the protein ( Fig. 2 and fig. S2A , OR). Second, to implement AND logic, we flanked the target protein with FKBP (41) and DHFR degrons on the N and C termini, respectively, each removable with a distinct cleavage site. On the N terminus, a leucine zipper was necessary to facilitate input protease docking. In this design, removal of both degrons was necessary to stabilize the protein (Fig. 2 and  fig. S2A, AND) . Third, to implement negation, we either used the N-end degron strategy (Fig. 1C) or propagated signals through an intermediate protease repression step (Fig. 1E) . Cotransfection of each basic gate (OR, AND, and NOR as a specific case of negation) with varying concentrations of its inputs revealed the expected logic functions ( Fig. 2 and fig. S2B ). Further, varying the concentration of the reporter plasmid enabled tuning of output levels without disrupting the logical computation, facilitating matching of input and output levels in more complex circuits ( fig. S2C) . Finally, by utilizing the HCVP inhibitor asunaprevir (28) and a rapamycin-induced TEVP (40, 42), we found that these gates could also be controlled by small-molecule inputs ( fig. S3A) . These results thus show that three core gates exhibit robust and tunable operation across multiple input methods.
Next, we combined these principles to design and validate the other two-input gates ( Fig. 2  and fig. S2A ). Furthermore, to test whether output from one gate could be directly used as input to a subsequent gate, we constructed a more complex nested NOR function by using additional orthogonal proteases from soybean mosaic virus (SMVP) (43) Beyond Boolean logic, analog signal filtering can enable many cellular functions, such as the ability to selectively respond to specific input concentration ranges (45, 46) . The incoherent feedforward loop (IFFL) motif, in which an input both activates and inhibits the same target, provides a simple implementation for this function (47, 48) . Inspired by the IFFL, we combined an activating arm, in which TEVP removes a C-terminal degron, with a repressing arm, in which TVMVP reveals a destabilizing N-end tyrosine (Fig. 3A) . To tune the position and sharpness of the bandpass, we also introduced a positive-feedback loop based on reciprocal inhibition between HCVP and TVMVP on the repression arm, such that the amount of HCVP expression sets a threshold for TVMVP activity (Fig. 3A) .
To characterize this bandpass circuit, we considered the abundance of TEVP and TVMVP as input and varied it through the concentration of transfected DNA, which correlated linearly with protein abundance (fig. S4A ). The individual activating and repressing arms of the circuit generated increasing and decreasing responses, respectively, to increasing amounts of TEVP and TVMVP (Fig. 3, B and C) . Addition of HCVP increased both the threshold and the sharpness of the response to TVMVP titration (Fig. 3C) . Combining the two arms into a single circuit generated the anticipated bandpass behavior when we covaried TEVP and TVMVP expression through either different amounts of plasmid (Fig. 3D ) or 4-epitetracycline induction ( fig. S4B ). Finally, varying the abundance of HCVP tuned the position and amplitude of the bandpass response ( Fig. 3D and fig. S4B ). These results demonstrate rational engineering of tunable analog bandpass filters.
Temporal signal processing, such as adaptation to a change in input, has a critical role in diverse biological systems (49) and has been demonstrated synthetically in bacteria at the gene regulation level (50) . To engineer adaptation with the CHOMP (circuits of hacked orthogonal modular proteases) system, we designed an IFFL containing the three-step cascade (Fig. 1G) to introduce a delay in the repressing arm relative to the activating arm (Fig. 3E) . To enable sudden induction, we adopted the rapamycin-induced TEVP used for the logic gates (figs. S3A and S4C). To facilitate dynamic readout of circuit output in individual cells, we used a far-red (infrared) fluorescent protein (IFP) that is synthesized in a nonfluorescent state but can be posttranslationally switched on by TEVP (51) (fig. S4D, left) . We also added a conditional N-end degron to enable repression by TVMVP (Fig. 3E) .
We encoded the entire pulse-generation circuit as a single open reading frame, with interleaved 2A self-cleaving peptides (52) to separate distinct protein components (Fig. 3F ). This gene (encoding the single reading frame) was then stably incorporated in the genome (materials and methods). We used flow cytometry to analyze the response of the reporter in a single clone over time after rapamycin addition. Cells exhibited the expected adaptive dynamics, with a rise in fluorescence on a time scale of hours and a subsequent decay to baseline over~1 day ( fig. S4D, right) Fluorescence intensity in each panel is normalized to the corresponding reporter stabilized with TMP (for gates containing only C-terminal degrons) or Shield-1 plus TMP (for gates containing degrons at both termini). Gray regions indicate the range from maximum "OFF" value to minimum "ON" value for that gate.
obtain a direct view of dynamics in individual cells, we also analyzed the same cell line by time-lapse fluorescence microscopy ( Fig. 3G and movie S1). Analysis of individual cells revealed similar adaptive dynamics, responding maximally at 269 ± 68 (mean ± SD) min after rapamycin addition, decaying to 50% of their peak values over the subsequent 491 ± 170 min, and eventually reaching fluorescence similar to that before induction (Fig. 3H ). These results demonstrate the design of singlegene multicomponent circuits that generate dynamic signal responses. By coupling directly to endogenous cellular outputs and inputs, protein-level circuits could act as programmable therapeutic devices. As 4 of 7 a proof of principle for such a strategy, we designed a circuit to selectively kill cells with elevated activation of Ras, a protein whose activity is increased in many cancers (53, 54) . More specifically, we designed a core circuit that responds to upstream activators of Ras, such as SOS and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), by activating an engineered TEV protease, which in turn activates caspase-3 (Casp3) to induce cell death (11, 55) (Fig. 4A, core circuit) . We then improved this circuit by incorporating additional proteases and interactions (Fig. 4A,  full circuit) .
To enable efficient protease-dependent induction of cell death at the plasma membrane, where Ras activation occurs, we membrane localized a TEVP-activated Casp3 variant (55) by incorporating the 20-amino acid membrane-targeting sequence (mts) from the C terminus of human H-Ras (56) (Fig. 4A, box 2) . Using flow cytometry, we quantified the effect of this Casp3 variant on cell numbers in terms of a "reduction index" whose value measures the relative reduction in cell number compared with a control condition (materials and methods and fig. S5B ). The membrane-targeted Casp3 decreased cell numbers when cotransfected with a similarly membranelocalized TEVP variant (Fig. 4B) , with higher efficiency than the original cytoplasmic Casp3 variant ( fig. S5D) . Further, to allow bidirectional regulation by TEVP and TVMVP, we also incorporated a TVMVP cleavage site adjacent to the mts tag (Fig. 4A, box 3) , enabling membrane-localized TVMVP to remove Casp3 from the membrane and thereby attenuate its activation by TEVP (Fig. 4B) .
Next, to couple Ras-activating inputs to TEVP, we fused the N-terminal half of TEVP to Ras and its C-terminal half to the Ras-binding domain (RBD) of Raf, which binds to the active form of Ras (57, 58) . In this design, upstream activators of Ras should reconstitute RasTEVP (Fig. 4A , core circuit and box 1, and fig. S5C ) and thereby activate Casp3. To validate this design, we constructed a HEK293 cell line stably expressing a constitutively active SOS (SOS CA ) variant with a membrane-localization myristoylation signal and no inhibitory C-terminal region (59) . Transfection of the core circuit reduced cell numbers, both in this SOS CA cell line and in its parental control line that lacks ectopic SOS CA , but preferentially affected the SOS CA cells (Fig. 4C, core circuit, and  fig. S5F ). This selectivity required the regulated Ras-RBD interaction ( fig. S5E and supplementary text). However, though this core circuit provided some selectivity, it also exhibited a relatively high background rate of Casp3 activation in the control cells.
To improve the circuit's selectivity, we incorporated a TVMVP-TEVP reciprocal inhibition motif ( fig. S5A , boxes 4 and 5) similar to the one used in the bandpass circuit, as well as feedforward repression of Casp3 activation by TVMVP (Fig. 4A, box 3) . In this full-circuit design, TVMVP should suppress activation of Casp3 in control cells, both directly and indirectly through TEVP. By contrast, in SOS CA cells, elevated activation of TEVP should override the inhibitory effects of TVMVP. The full circuit indeed improved selectivity (Fig. 4C, figs. S5G and S6A, and supplementary text) . More specifically, expressing TVMVP in amounts comparable to but lower than those of TEVP nearly abolished off-target effects in control cells while retaining most of the on-target reduction in cell number (Fig. 4C and fig. S5G ).
To simulate a more biomedically relevant context, we encoded the full four-protein circuit on a single transcript, optimizing the relative abundance of components with internal ribosome entry site variants (60) (Fig. 4D, fig. S6B , and supplementary text), and transfected it into a mixed population of SOS CA and control cells. At its optimal concentration ( fig. S6C) , the singletranscript circuit reduced the number of SOS CA cells by~40%, approaching the~50% upper limit achieved by a positive-control circuit that constitutively activates Casp3 (Fig. 4D, and Fig. 4E , right). (The upper limit is constrained by gene delivery and expression efficiency.) Notably, it exhibited minimal effects on the control population (Fig. 4E, right) . SOS CA -dependent killing could also be observed using annexin V staining as an independent readout of apoptosis ( fig. S6D) . Finally, to test the generality of the circuit, we considered the distinct and more biomedically relevant input EGFRvIII, an oncogenic EGFR mutant found in glioblastoma and other cancer types (61) . The single-transcript full circuit also selectively killed EGFRvIII cells (Fig. 4E, left, and fig. S6D ). Together, these results show that a CHOMP circuit can be engineered to detect and kill in response to upstream activators of Ras through rational iterative design optimization.
The considerable diversity of natural cellular behaviors stems from the flexibility with which regulatory components can form distinct circuits. Our results demonstrate how a set of composable protein regulators and circuit design principles can enable a broad range of protein-based circuits and functions. The use of a small number of composable components shifts the design problem, in part, from the level of the individual protein to the level of the protein circuit. Because the operation of CHOMP components does not depend on how they are expressed, they can be optimized through transient transfections, accelerating the overall design-build-test cycle. Although powerful, CHOMP could be improved with additional features. Protease-activating proteases would simplify some circuit designs and facilitate signal amplification. Protein design strategies to control the intrinsic nonlinearity (effective cooperativity) of inputoutput responses could enable the implementation of useful dynamics such as multistability (62) and oscillation (63, 64) . With one exception, the circuits shown here were created with three proteases, but additional orthogonal proteases would allow larger and more complex circuits (25) . Finally, future work could expand the range of CHOMP inputs and outputs, enabling direct sensing of the activities of Ras and other oncogenes, and allow for combinatorial sensing of multiple inputs.
CHOMP circuits could provide distinct capabilities compared with transcriptional systems. In terms of speed, proteases can respond rapidly to an increase in input protease activity ( fig. S7  and supplementary text) . CHOMP circuits can also operate in parallel at specific subcellular sites within a cell. Because CHOMP circuits have a relatively compact genetic design and do not require regulatory interactions with DNA, they could be introduced into differentiated and even postmitotic cells with gene therapy vectors or other viruses and could improve the specificity of oncolytic virotherapy (65) . Synthetically, hybrid circuits combining transcriptional or translational regulation with engineered proteases could offer the programmability of base-pairing interactions together with protein-level operation. For example, existing cancer-detection circuits (66, 67) could conditionally express CHOMP components to increase specificity and couple to protein-mediated inputs and outputs. Integrating these capabilities, one can envision smart therapeutics or sentinels based on CHOMP circuits (68, 69) .
